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Summary 
Itt/ormation awJi/Oblt' 
GJ of 17 N011('/llbU /987 
h'QJ ••s~d in this uport. 

Soviet Scientific 
Space Program: 
Gaining Prestige~ 

The USSR has numerous, diverse, and, in many cases, ambitious scientific 
space missions planned for launch through the end of the century. These 
include missions in astronomy, planetary research, solar-terrestrial physics, 
and biomedical research. They form the basis for the increasing prestige of 
the Soviet scientific space program. On the basis of Soviet vested interest in 
carrying out their program as announced and our analysis of their 
technical capabilities, we believe that these missions are plausible. 

The variety of missions planned reflects the increasing maturation of the 
Soviet scientific space program. In 1983, the Soviets launched their first 
spacecraft dedicated to astronomy; their future space astronomy program 
includes several more dedicated missions. The program is well planned and 
will address c;·cry ran~~ vf the dcctromagnctic spectrum n·ith the po:;:;iblc 
exception of the visible. Future Soviet planetary missions, unlike 'the 
missions in the 1960s and 1970s, include the investigation of multiple 
celestial bodies in a single mission-a testimony to the Soviets' growip~ 
confidence and the increasing sophistication of their spacecraft, 

Some future Soviet scientific space experiments will further scientitic 
understanding; others will reproduce, to some extent, experiments previous
ly performed. For e~Cample, the Mars-Phobos spacecraft, the ne~Ct genera
tion of Soviet lunar /planetary jasteroid spacecraft, will carry instruments 
to perform the most detailed study of the Martian plasma environment 

Mars-Phobos mission to produce fundamental discoveries about Mars. 
Many of the observations planned were made by the US Viking missions in 
the 1970s and their predecessors. Among other missions planned by the 
Soviets arc Prognoz 13, which will collect background radiation resulting 
from the creation of the universe; the Corona solar probe; and the Mars 
Orbiter. These missions will be comparable to the US Cosmic l ackground 
r. .. -1 ............ •L- C-·------ C"---- A-.-- ....... ' ... Ttl .................... 1 .. - __ ,.,t.,.., .... -~ •\..,... f IC' 
-~ ............. -· ..... - --· ........ --·· -.....--- • ·t;~~-·•-J - - •J ---- --·-· ..... ---· -··- ···- .._-

Mars Observer, respectively. Each of the Wcstem missions is schr:nul,<l for 
launch within a couple of years of the respective Soviet mission. 

The instruments and equipment to be carried by some future Soviet 
scientific spacecraft will be significant technological accomplishments. For 
example, the Soviets plan to automatically deploy a I 0-metcr-dia meter 
oarabolic antenna made of compOsite materials during their Radioastron 

r-loog-bmllno lo<o<focomot'' ml"lonC J 
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The USSR may a 
space program. 

plish some military objectives with its scientifi<;_ 

J 

me-USSR's tmage as a majbr player in space sciences has been enhanced 
by its access to space. Not only do the Soviets have a vigorous scientific 
space program planned, they also have the ability to implement it without 
concern for l:~upch standdo~_ns, _given rhc rlivt::r<ily ~nd rwml:oer of launch 
vehicles in their inventor 

Contributing to the prestige of the Soviet scientific space program is its in
creased visibility. The successes of the Venus and Venus-Halley's Comet 
missions, launched in 1983 and 1984, respectively. were widely publici~ed. 
Soviet officials now speak with greater candor about future scientific space 
missions and permit more access to Soviet space facilities. In addition, 
international participation from Westcrr. a; well as other Bloc countries 
has increased the program's visibilit: 

The Soviet scientific space program, by virtue of its scope, launch support, 
C:tiiU IJUUtH,;lLy, J.IIQCJll) ii YI~IUIC ~lldUCH\;,C lV UlllCI fld.ltVII:::t C...:VII.'I.JCUUt, 

programs. Budgetary considerations and launch standdowns have forced 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration to postpone and 
cancel scientific missions. Japan and the European Space Agency, the 
other two major Sp'la pl~ers, do not have as vigorous scientific space 
programs planned· 

1 tle u~~K Will aenvc a vanety or oencnts 1 rom ns screnunc space 
program in addition to the advancement of scientific knowledge. These 
benefits include the following: 
• Promotion of an image as a peaceful nation opposed to the militarization 

of space. 

International recognition as a major force in the space arena. 
• Exposure to and acquisition of foreign technology and el\perience . 
• . A.. d!~!0!!!~{!'=' !00!. 

The interest with which the present Sovitt leadership views the scientific 
space program suggests that Soviet oflici~ldom recognizes these benefits 
and will el\ploit them whenever pussibl~ 

iv 
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Scope Note 
In this paper, we primarily discuss missions whose main functions are the 
advancement of astronomy, planetary research, solar-terrestrial physics, 
and biomedical research. The discussion is based primarily on open-source 
information C :J Although we have a paucity of 
information on some missions, we have detailed information on others 
attributed directly to Soviet space official • 

This oaoer does not address future remote-sensinl!;. meteorolo£ical. and 
~«vs•a.;;!iic wL;.;i;:;u.;, vr ~ic.u:i:ic. ~A~iiit~u~~ :v ~ wui!uc:~ vu 
manned space platforms. Although these missions, too, will acquire 
scientific data, we believe most will also conduct research and intel!igence
collection ·functions for the military. This is not to say space science 
mission~..!JID:.e no application to in~enc~ co!lect_ion an~f_or. milita.ry . 
support. _Jma;or Acaaemy ol :Sctences mstt
tutes supp(irung tne s~:tenuhc space program-such as the Institute of 
Space Research; the Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism, Ionosphere, and 
Radio Wave Propagation; and the Institute of Geophysics :}_nd Analytical 
Chemistry-arc funded heavily by the military --

VII 



Introduction 

Soviet Scientific 
Space Program: 
Gaining Prestige. 

The USSR has conducted worl:: in the space sciences 
since its entry into space in 1957. This effort, pursued 
relentlessly over time, is the foundation for the scicn· 
tific space missions to be launc~d in the late 1980s 
and into the next century • 

The Soviets' scientific space proR:ram. as defined in 
:hi.; vavc;. ii li idativClv Siiic:tU vcul uf Li1cir entire 
space pro~: ram. Only about 5 percent of the spacecra,ft 
launched in the past six years have been dedicated to 
scientific functions. (Seventy percent supported the 
military exclusively; 25 percent ;x:rformed both 
civil/scientific ancl IT1ilitary m!.ssio!!s.) We de ~c: 

-foresee an appreciable percentage increase in space· 
craft dedicated to the space sciences through th~ end 
of the century. However, the USSR derives many 
benefits frOf!!._ its modest investment in scientific mis
sions 

On the basis of the Soviets' vested interest in carrying 
out annbunced scientific space missions and our anal
ysis of their technical capabilities, we believe that the 
future scientific space missions addressed in this 
paper arc plausible. On several of these missions, the 
! ~S:~R h~-:: !"!!!""!!:""!"'! '-'-'---:~:"'~~ ~~:-~;.-:':"":-:~;_...,_:-: ~ :-.. ~ '"~- -..... __ J 

an unprecedented number of details prior to launch. 
Because of the increasin~: international attention be
in£ given these plans, we believe the Soviets have an 
even greater inter••• ;"carrying them out and ensur
ing their succes~ 

The Soviet scientific space program-by virtue of its 
scope, launch support, and increasing visibility
presents a challenge to competing programs of other 
nations. In previous years, the US space science 
program was more advanced, sophisticated, and ro
bust when contrasted with that of the USSR. Howev
er, current US launch standdowns tnd the National 
Aeronautics and Space Adminis:fation (NASA) bud
get constraints provide the USSR an opportunity to 
surpass NASA's accomplishments, at least in some 

areas. NASA's budget will need to accommodate a 
replacement shuttle orbiter, shuttle redesign work, 
and larger space station cost estimates than expected. 
US space science missions have therefore been de
layed and canceled. For example, the launch of the 
US Mars Observer will be delayed two years, from 
1990 to 1992, and some Spacelab shuttle flights have 
been canceled. The scientific space pro~:rams of the 
other two ma ior srucr. n1~ y~r<-th,. J:urn:-•n <:!",..,..... 

A~r.ncy ~j:~.A .. J !.~~ ~!~!.!!--!:~·:: ~:!!!:::- :!:; ~: .. ·::.:;;;::;, 
scope, nor sophistication of the Soviets' program. The 
USSR currently has unequaled access to space: 
NASA is experiencing a launch standdown, and 
neither ESA nor Japan is able to launch at a rate 
.c:ppiVaching the Sovi.eti' • 

Scientific Space Program: Making a Name for Itself 

A major factor contributing to the strength of the 
SGvict scientific space program is the active support 
given it by the .Soviet leadership. Open-source infor· 
mation states that in 1983 Yuriy Andropov, then 
General Secretary of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union, chose Yyachcslav Kovtunenlco, whom 
he regarded as a brilliant designer, to revitalize the 

-~ :-- .::- .. ..• ; !. -- .! • ~:. 

men! work fur the M.,,_ Phobos spacecr~ft to be 
launched in 198~. 

There have also been a variety of indications of the 
importance General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev 
places on the Soviet scientific-space program: 

l d in August 1985 
~chev was so impressc~ the successes of the 
Venus-Halley's Comet (Vega) and the Venera 15 
and 16 missions that he gave Permission to the 
USSR Academy of Sciences for an unmanned Mars 
soil sample return mission. 



• Dr. R. Sa~:cleycv, director of the lnstitut.c of Space 
Research (IKI), publicly claimed that Gorbachcv 
has a personal interest in general problems rcla tine 
to space and that on certain occasions Gorbachcv 
has expressed interest in special basic science pro
jects. These claims arc supported by the Soviet 
press, which reported in March 1986 that Gorba
chcv invited Sagdeyev, Kovtunenko, and a host of 
other Soviet space officials responsible for the Vega 
mission to the Kremlin to discuss the mission with 
him. 

• C . orbachev, recogniz-- ·;e 
Ing the value of internationa cooocration on the 

cooperation with the West, and the United States in 
particular, on future space missions. This decision 
was a reversal of his previous position of refusing to 
cooperate with the United States in space as long as 
the United State..~ was _pursuin!! iJ_s Str2t'=·~k D~
fense Initiative (SDI). 

The USSR's imaee as a major player in space 
sciences has been enhanced by its access to space. Not 
only docs the USSR have a vigorous space science 
program planned, it has the booster capacity to 
implement it. The USSR has eight well-tested, reli
able launch vehicles, ·and it launches about 100 
spacecraft (mostly military) annually. In addition, the 
SL-X-17 heavy-lift launch vehicle and a shuttle arc 
under development, and a new medium-lift launch 

payload' can also be deployed from the Mir space 
st~tio1 

Contributing to the prestiee of the Soviet scientific 
space program is its increased visibility. The Soviet 
press has publicized the recent successes of the scien
tific space oro~ram. oarticularlv the Vcncr> I~ >nn 

16 radar mapping missions and the Vega mission. 
Moreover, the Soviet leadership has permitted Sovie: 
space officials greater candor in their discussions and 
has permitted Western ~dentists more access lo Sovi
et space facilities, includine IKI and the Tyuratam 
launch complex. Examples of this openness arc the 
1986 ABC Night/in~ coverage of the Vega encounter 
of Halley's comcttclcl'iscd from IKJ >nrl thr m•ny 
details of the Mars-Phobos mission provided to 

Western seicnti.<ts by both individual Soviet scientisls ......... 
and the Soviet prcs.s 

Also contributing to the prestige and visibility of the 
Soviet scientific proeram is international participa
tion. In late 1985, the Sol'iets established a new 
organization, Gl~vkosmos, whose responsibilities in
clude promoting international cooperation in space. 
Some Western space officials believe that Sagdeycv 
has been given an official mandate to seek interna
tional cooperation in the space sciences. This coopera
tion encompasses Western nations, including the 
United States and ESA, and other Bloc countries. For 

;::::;,; wiij pruviue narciwarc ana[or J.CChntcal expertise 
for the .Mars-Phobos mission 

Future Missions: Bosis for Prestige 

The diversity, number, and, in some cases, sophistica
tion of Soviet scientific space missions pi aimed 
through the end of the century form the basis for the 
scicntifi~SP!!Ce procram's increasing international 
prestige 

Astronomy Missions 

Allhou~h the Soviet Union has had an ongoing scien
tir,c space program since 1957, it has conducted 
relatively few astronomical studies from space. Many 
such studies have been conducted by the West. The 
....,..,.,,..,.~ .. '''~' "''V ... II IC.UII\..11 VI i:S ~IJiS'-.:CCiitlt Ut;Uil...-dlCU 

to aslronomy was the launch in 1983 of Astron, which 
carries an ultraviolet telescope. Before 1983, the 
Soviets had conducted most of their space astronomi· 
cal research from manned space stations. In April 
1987, the Soviets docked Kvant, a space station 
moduk derlic;\ted to astronomy, to their Mir·spacc 
<.l::~~tinr 

A composite view or future space astronomy miss!ons 
suggests that the Soviets have a coordinated and well
planned proeram of astronomical investigation that 
spans the entire electromagnetic spectrum wilh the 
possible exception or visible light. We do not know if 



the Soviets arc plannine to conduct research in the 
visible ranee of the spectrum. as the United Slates 
will do with (he Hubble Space Telescope -- · - ·-

Tables I and 2 provide dctaHcg information on the 
Soviet r.stronomy mission ., · · 

Gamma I. Gamma I will carry instruments to observe 
c:amma-ray sources and locate new ones. Gamma rays 
arc very cncrcctic photons produced by nuclear reac
tions. Gamma rays oneinate from large cosmic 
bun;ts, where mallcr is in an extreme statc
~upcrhigh temperatures. exceptionally powerful mae-

• - a~ I 

«~t;~ i4W~ .. &i"N iHtCi"~ i&UiAUUii iiUACi. ::,u,·:-. cX:~l-
tions arc very difficult to simulate on Eartta. -

Analysis of !Uta collected by Gamma I could enhance 
undcrstandint of the physical nature and evolution of 
objects in the universe. This analysis may also help 
define both the nature of gamma-ray sources and 
their relation to other astmphysieal objects and ex-

__P•~. lcnowledee of the laws of physical phenomena. 

The launch of Gamma I, also referred to by the 
Soviets as the "Gamma Ob,ervatory," has been de-
layed since 1979, butC J 
we t:u..Cet its launch in n'i>t. 

C"" ]delays were due to ~aes an lall'r!Cac'-
ane the primary instrument, the gamma-ray telescope 

rctricv;l of tilm canisters from its 3SO-kilomcter (lcm) 
circular orbit. No other details recardine this cxpcri

.lab w -mcnt arc ava1 1e1 · · . 

Crturat. Granat will carry instruments to locate gam
ma-ray and X-ray sources, determine their character
istics, and construct hieh-resolutioa iJn~gcs of these 
sources. Because the solircc:S of camma radiation are 
not well established or undeistood. utronomcn; want 
to ascertain the arrival direction of the eamma radia-

. tion and hence the location of these sources. The most 
effective technique focdetcrminine location is to 
malce precision timine comparisons (triangulation 
tet:hn1oua1 us:.mcr mutnl"lU- 4:~~•• c_ .. _,....,. h.-

long d~ta~ccs. Granat ~ill ~pcratc in -~j~~~tio-; 
with three spacccraft-ESA 's solar probe Ulysses and 
the two Soviet Mus-Phobos sp:~.cccraft. Using trian· 
gulation. sources-of g:amma bursts are expected to be 
located with an accuracy of I 0 arc seconds. Data 
acquired during these missions may enhance under
standing: of the final stages of stellar evolution (for 
example, pu!sars and black holes) and the nature of 
very er.ergetic phenomena occurring naturally in deep 
space. The data may also improve the ability_to 
forecast the future evolution of our own sur. 

I . Jranat will carry a 
rranco-Soviet X-ray and gamma-ray telescope with 
an enere:y range of 3 lciloclcctronvolts (lceV)to 10 

MeV, as shown in table 2. This instrument will 
--·· -= "- ·'--............. 

resolution and sensitivity, and !o problems with space- atmosphere could be dctccted C 
craft dcsigr 

L 
Gamma wilt probably include a camera in addition 
to its three reported tcl:scopcs (sec 1able 2). According 

lhal will have photographic output. neccssitatint 

anstrurr.cnt could provide limited data relevant to a 
nuclear weapon detonation Ou.l<ide the atmosphere. 
Furthermore, eiven the invoh·emcnt of the French •nd 
their expectations for data, we believe that the lelc· 
scope was not dcsiencd exclusively for that purpose. 

r 
J 

Although we have details on only lhrcc of the cxperi· 
ments to be flown on Granat (sec table 2). an IKI 
official has stated that il wilt carry seven pri~ary 

• Sene( 
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Tnble 1 

Futur! Soviet Astronomy Sp 1cecraft 

N:1mc/ 
Ll unci 
D:,lc 

Gammt 
(iolc 
tnOst 

Gran:tt 
lbt~ 
1980s) 

A•:lita 
(c;rrly to 

m d· 
II 90s) 

Radio· 
:Jstron 
(early to 
mid-
1190•1 

·---- ------- ·-·------
Mission Sp;~.cccraJt 

Collect data on the f ne slruc· Modified 
turc of known discrc· c iamma- Procrcss 
ril)' sources and sear• h ror new 

.. ~!1_c_, _____ --·· -·· 
Loc:w: galactic and • xtra-gu- A:'itron (Vc 
I:Jctic sourc~ of e:arr: ma-ray era type) 
and X-ray r:~.diacion, record 
time and spectral ch: ractcri~-
tic~ of ~~:amma-ray a1 d X-ray 
sourc:~. ::~.nd con~tru1 1 high· res· 

~~~on ima~c:s_of the~-~~~-'.~---·-·.-· 
Ob<eNe and analyze co<mie PoS<ibly a 
duu and molecular c cuds :1nd modified 
determine the distrit "ion of Progrc;s 
submillimeter wovelt nglh back· 
ground radiation rcs•.ltinc from 
t~c ~~ion or'~!~~.::~~
Study the structure : nd physi· 

· c:~J nature of compact super· 
powerful CO!mic: cnc1 I:Y &'C:nc:ra· 
terrs, study phcnomc:1 a 
appearing tl) travel raster th3.n 
I he speed or light (su >c:rluminal 
phenomena), and stu ly radio· 
wave scattering in in .crstc:llar 

Unknown 

Orbit 

J50·km circular or· 
bit with 65-dc)lrcc 
inclinuion 

... --------·-·----
Other Cour· Mass 
tries lnvolvt;d 

·----· ·-----· ----. 
France. 
Poland 

1,500 k~ 

. - ·-·-- .. -·---·- -·. -----------
200,000-km apogee, Bulgaria, 2.270 kg 
2.000·km perigee. France. 
rour-day period, 51· Denmark 
degree inclination 

400-<m orbit 

Initial orbit to have 
7,400-km perigee, 
77,000·km apogee, 
24·hour period. und 
65-dccrcc: inclina· 
lion: final urbit Ia 
have 46.&-doy period 
and l·million·km 
upogcc 

Fran~:c 

FRG. Bulgar· 
ia. Nether· 
lands, 
Australia 

-----··--·····-··---···-·-----·--Expc:ctc:d Comments 
Lirctlme 

..... ______ -------·----· -··· 
At least one 
year 

Will have a large solar panel 
nnd be thrcc·axis stabtlized 
10 within 0.5 degree 

---····--·----·-·---·- ·---- -·-18·24 months 

··--- ·- ---···-- ···-·····- .. __ ............... -
12·1 g months Telescope to operate be· 

tween 0.1 mm and 1.0 or 2.0 
mm: will be cooled to 27 K; 
aluminum alloy mirror 
mode in USSR 

fwo years 

\ 



Tat.[~ 2 

lcslnm,ents on Future Soviet \stronomy Spacecra I' 

N:lnlC 

Gan1m:1 I 

Gr.l-1:l.t 

Instrumenll (typcfnarr. :) -·-------- ------ -- -----
Ener~y Ran~c 

Franco·Soviet R,amma- ·ay 
telescorx:-Skala 

50 MeV-6 GeV 

c -·--····---Franco-Soviet pulnr X ·r:~.y 2·20 keV 
_t_:I~-Puls2r X-2_ ----:: 

Onc:·ton, French-built, 20-700 kc:Y 
Rlmma-ray spark cho.n · 
bcr-Sirma 

-------·· ----- ---· ---
Franco-Soviet X-ray a1 d 
camma·ray telescope 

J (eY-10 l-.1eY 

------ ---·-·---
Soviet X-ray propoortio: al J.! 50 kc:V 
countcr-1\rt E~perim· nt 

Total Collection 
Area ··-----·--· 
I .400 sq em 

Field of View 

20 decrees 

Angulor 
Resolu!ion 

10 nrc minut-a at 
best 

Encrcy 
Resolution 

55 decrees at I 00 
MeV: l4 derrees 
at 550 MeV 

·------·--
Detectors 

600 sq em 
·---- ;J ______ _ 

I 0 by I 0 dcrrecl 3 de tree~ 

------. ·- -·----------------- -----·------- ··-·-·-
7 by 7 dq:rce.s 10 arc secane s 8 derrecs at S II Position·seruitivt 

2.600 sq em 

600 sq em 

~achieved who1r k.c:V scintillator 
opcr-atinr in ~r: · 
anrulation ~~:·~~----. 

-------------

Xenon propor
tional counter: 
::cintillator: bir· 
muth·2crmanlum 
o~ide c:rysl3l 

Aclit;, ·- ·-------· ------ ----·-----·---------
1-mctcr-diamctc:r tclc.s- ope 3-15 arc minutes 25 arc ~cond1 t 

6 decr«:s at 100 
kcV; 20 dc2rccs 
al 6 kcV 

b<st 
French-buih, 
2-mm·diamcter 
detector a rnys 
will be cooled to 
O.l K 

\ 
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Figure 1 
Use of Radioastron for Very-Long-Baseline 
lnlerlerometry 
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experiments, with an emphasis on gamma-ray burst 
detection. One of the experiment~ C.. :::J will be 
an X·ray detector capable of focu~mg on a gamma 
burst within one arc second and of narrowing the field 
of view to improve accuracy - • 

Aelita. Aelita will carry instruments to collect data on 
nonemitting matter-molecular and dust clouds-and 
background radiation (relic or residual ra«!!..at~ re
sultine from the creation of the universe 

Analysis of data from this mission could clarify 
understanding of the processes involved in the forma-

ga,Jaxics as a whole. A Soviet scientific journal stated 
that the mission was also designed to continue re
search on cosmic background radiation that the Sovi
ets becaa with Progno7. 9, launched in 1983. The 
same journal stated that the aluminum alloy mirror 
for the telescope was made in the US$.B ~nd the 
detector arrays were made in France -

Radioastron. Radioastron will carry instruments to 
collect data on the nature of superpowerful cosmic
energy generators and on radiowavc scattering in 
interstellar space. Data acquired by Radioastron arc 
expected to improve the ability of Soviet radio astron
ome~ to map the structure of celestial radio sources, 
such as clouds containing molecules of water and 
h~droxidc; radio stars; neutron stars; pulsars; black 
holes: radio galaxy nuclei; and quasars. This maooine: 
a<.xurat:y " SIX oracrs 01 maennuae oener man tnc 
~c.st ~siblc resolution using ground-based antennas. 

Radioastron will operate in conjunction with 70-meter 
ground-based :;ntennas in the USSR"to conduct very
lone-baseline interferometry (VLBI: see fi£ure 1). 
TL:- ---C-.. --•=-- ... :11 ---··:.J. 1.~ I ... e ' 

• •••- --••••·-·-~• ..... •• ••-.oo ................ ._. OH600 oou,._ ........ ................ .. 

tion that cannot be achieved by observations made 
solely from Earth. Western radio astronomers recoe
nize, however, that the 1-million-km apogee orbit 
chosen for the final phase of the mission will cause 
difficulties in calibrating the antenna beam because 
at that ~i,ta._!lC< it will be difficult to find unresolved 
sourceS. 
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Figure 2 
Design of lhe Radioaslron Anlcnna 

A 10-meter-diameter parabolic antenna will be de
ployed automatically on Radioastron. The antenna 
will operate at frequencies of 327, 1665, and 4830 
megahertz and 22.2 gigahertz. It will have carbon 
CL ·- ••-•·• •• !.o. • •. '- , • • o 0 • 

...... _ • ......, ••• i"'Y"""""' vu .. ..,._ "''"'"&""'"' ua u. .,...'"' "''-'~•t;u 

around a )-meter, solid central paraboloid (see figure 
2). Automatic deployment and the usc of composite 
materials are significant technological advances over 
the desie:n of an earlier 10-mcter-diamctcr, rib-truss, 
wire-mesh-covered antenna manually assembled on 
Salyut 6 in 1979. (The 10-mcter-diamctcr antenna 
deployed on Salyut.6 is the largest parabolic antenna 

deployed by the Soviets in space.) According to a 
Soviet technical paper, the pointing accuracy of the 
Radioastron antenna will be 120 arc seconds and 
possibly can be improved to 40 arc second 

C,. .. _ __ _ __ .. :Jhe Feder
al Republic of Germany, Bulgaria, and !lie Nether
lands have agreed to develop cooled transistors that 
will reduce receiver noise. In addition, Australia has 

.agreed to build an I.-band receiver and antennas in 



New South Wales and Tasmania, Australia, to sl!p
port the mission. The Soviets have also soueht cooper
ation, technologies, and instrumentation for the 
Radioastron mission from NASA-including use of 
the US Deep Space Network. (DSN). magnetic wide
band recorder technoloey, and data-processine sys
tems. If the Soviets use sites only within their land 
mass and Australia, rather than those in the DSN, 
potential communication time with Radioastron 
would be reduced. Magnetic wideband recorder tech
nolo~::y is available from Western countries other than 
the Unit:.::! !:;...&.w. Uata·pn.K.:cni••t .,..si.""•iU, however. 
may be a lcey concern for Radioastron planners. We 

own data-processing equipment for this mission, time
share possible existing Soviet data-proccssine systems 
with other Soviet users, or acquire the capability 
abroad, either through the purchase of data-process
ing <ysto:.ms or an agreement with a foreien com!Jany 
to process the data. The Soviets have also expressed 
interest in participating In the propo<ed ESA-NASA 
Quasat VLBI mission. However, if the Soviets fail to 
reach agreement with NASA and ESA, they are 
prepare~ to conduct the Radioastron mission indepen· 
dent!) 

Othu Space A.stronomt¥isrions. As early as the late 
1970s and until 1984 L.. · 

_::] discussed a possltJte raaoo astronomy missio·n 
usine a 30-metcr-diameter antenna in space. The 
mi<:~;0n ~"~?~l~t"f t:-0n~~!"~~!!0~ 0f ~h-: !':!H~f!!1! f)y ~~
monauts in low-Earth orbit. low-Earth orbit is gener· 
ally considered to be an orbit whose apogee is no more 
than 400 km. We believe that, although the Soviets 
may have a continuing interest in such a mission, it 
has not been officially approved. Possible, not-strictly
scientific applications of a 30-meter-diameter, space
based antenna include siena! collection, radiometric 
surveioian<.:e (Lne rauiomeLfiC measuremem 01 eleCtro
magnetic emissions at microwave frequencies-for 
example, emissions from rocket plumes and the sur
face of water), radiometric remote sensing, and possi
bly communication 

The Soviets arc also pursuinc an ultraviolet space 
telescope project, although we do not know if it i~ 
tunaea. Aecoraong to an t.ast t:uropcar. press report. 
~~!~~!!~!~ !:-':)!"!"! !h~ '....1 .SS?~. !h~ G~:-~:!!! D!:~~:-:!!!·: 

Republic. and Czechoslovakia attended a three-day 
mectinz in January I 985 to discuss the project. More 
recent press reports indicate that the United Kingdom 
is considering whether to place instruments on a 
Soviet "extr::mc-uitraviolet and X-ray astronomy sa
tellite" to be launched in the 1990s. These reports 
may refer to the Spektr-Roentgen-Gamma mission 
now being planned for launch in the early 1990s. 
According to the Soviet press anr!C ..:J 
Spektr-Rocntgen-Gamma will be an mternauonal -
mission and will carry ultraviolet, X-ray, and e:amma-_. -ray sensors 

. . -· .. -· . 
L&.;UMI .,_......,. C .ii<iiiM'-4;o.i"J &'i'&W.:,;~ 

The:' Soviets have undertaken lunar and planetary 
missions since the early days of their space program. 
Althouch not always successful, their desire to explore 
space has been relentless. The Soviets have not 
launched a <pacecraft to Mars since·l97l; however, 
13 launches were attempted before I 973. By 1976, 
the year of their last lunar launch, 48 spacecraft had 
been launched to the Moor.. The Soviets have 
launched 26 spacecraft to Venus, the most recent in 
198t- -

Soviet planetary spacecraft launched in the I 980s 
after Venera 13, which was launched in 1981, have 
increased lifetimes and extended flights. Yet none of 
these spa~craft will collect data on the outer planets. 
On the basis of comments by Sagdeyev and the 

quatc power supply, specifically inadequate RTGs, 
has prevented Soviet exploration of the outer solar 
system. The USSR has not employed RTGs in space 
since their use on two Kosmo:; missions in 1965 and on 
lunar rovers in the early I 970s. Altho11gh a nuclear 
reactor could supply enough power for a mission to 
the outer planets, the Soviets have been unwilling to 
accept tne we1gm penany 01 a reactor lor sucn a 
mission. The Scvicts may reconsider such missions 
now that testing of the ~L-X-17 heavy-lift launch 
vehicle has begun 



Table 3 
Future Soriet Planetary Missions 

Name 
Date 

Mars
Phobos 

----------·-::----:-- --··--··-·--·------·--. 
Collect data on the Sun. in- Mid-July First of new cenerotion of 
terplanetary space. Mars. 1988 planetary spacecraft 

Martian Austria. fr~ncc. FRG. 
Swit7.crbnd. United Kine
dom. Brazil. Dulcaria. and Phobos 

G DR. Pol.lnd. finland. 
Sweden. ESA. Cr~ehoslova-

------~~.:.!!~~~- - ... 
Mars Perform ccochcmicaland Early-te>- Mars-Phobos type 

,...~,...·--h~-·~-:-_,::-,--~=-·;_~_·_·~i-1 .. :-·~=---·,...;---=--·-· ---,~,..._ .. ____ .• _Q_qo.: __ 
Martian france 

sample: 
rclurn 

~...;"'''' w.l ,.,;J ,·v.:,:..., ftv... ~.!;.·.;-~ \n ...... 
Mars for analrsis 1990s 

The Soviets have shown interest in a Jupiter mission 
since the 1970s. Although a Soviet interplanetary 
scientist stated that a mission to Jupiter and its moons 
has been under consideration since early 1985, we 
have no indication that the Soviets are giving it 
serious consideration - · 

Beg-inning in early 1986, the Soviets most likely 
switched their focus from research on Venus to a 
long-term investigation of Mars. Table 3, detailing 
future SoViet plane~mi<sions. reflects this switch. 
The focus on MarsL -:J will 
oe sustamea at least tnrougn tne n•Yus. we ao not 
know the specific reasons for the realignment of 
effort. Venus may now hold less attraction for the 
Soviets because it is better known. The most recently 
launched Venera and Veg-a spacecraft acquired much 
high-quality data on Venus. In addition, in the late 
1980s or early 1990s. the United States plans to 

.• .. • .. r. • •n t.. 
aa.uan .... ta C..IH,. , .. ,o:t:,'-"11411 .::.va.._ .......... ,"'"• nuv.a .... un.a.tauoo ••••• .... -. 

to map the entire surf~,.p ~r Venus using a synthetic 
aperture radar (SAR 

The Soviets may believe that they can attain greater 
prestige internationally by focusing on Mars. Rela
tively little attention has been g-iven Mars since the 
mid-1970s, when the US Viking program was active . 
.,.... ... • •. • ..... • I •. I .•• • 1. ol .. ···-· 1'"\.t •• ~-·--
lfiC VllllCU ..>tau;~ vaau:;, '-V ld.UIIl.ill 1.11'- ••aa1:» vv>'-'""'' 
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in the early 1990s; however, the US mission is being
designed with limited resources and will focus on 
geoscience and atmospheric studie:-. -

A new trend in Soviet mission planning for planetary 
spacecraft is evolving. Multiobjective missions with 
several participating nations began in 1984 with the 
launches of the Veg-a spacecr;ifl, which collected data 
on both Venus and Halle)"s comet. The Mars-Phobos 
mission to be launched in 1988 follows this trend. 
Multiobjective missions, in addition to being economi
cal. indicate the Soviets' increasing- confidence in their 
aouny tu sw .. "Cc~1 utty t;Uruptclc: \.NllliJIIWttcu mtcltJt(1u

elary mission: 

Mars-Pitobos. The Soviets intcr.d to separately launch 
two sophisticated, unmanned spacecraft in mid-1988 
as part of a scientific investigation or Mars and 
Phobos, one of its two moons (sec inset). The 460-day 
-·=·-=-- ... !II --o.!l """"' -----=---•- .J-=---...f .,.. .......,11- ... f . .. -.... .................. •••-•• -- -··..--····~-·-·- ---·o··-- -- --··-·· 
data on the Sun, interplanetary space, Mars, and 
Phobos (see table 4). Non-Soviet Bloc nations will 
participate in at least I 3 of the 22 experiments on the 
mission. Addilional!y, three disting-uished US scien
tists 1-tav• been named as interdisciplinary investiga
ton 



Mars-Phobos: An Ambitious Mission 

The Mars-Phobos mission is an ambitious undutak
ing. fts complexity rivals that aft he US Viking 
mission. which landed an imrrusive biochemical 
analysis package on the Martian surface. Openness 
about the goals af the mission demonstrates Soviet 
confidence in their planetary program gained from 
the Venera 15 a.,nd 16 missions and from the Vega 
missions 

During the near eucowrter with Phobos, when the 
.fpacecra/i wiff hover above tM Moon's surface, vtry 
precise navigation wif{ be required. The relid on 
Phobos can be as great as I km. Furthermore, 
Phobos 's small, unmapped gravitational field, which 
is undoubtedly highly irregular becauu of Phobos's 
shape, adds to the complexity af the navigatioll 
problem. (According to an open source, the Soviets 
wiff equip the spacecraft with footpads. These may be 
int.~~~ed to_ ~u~~ ~s shock a'1Jorbers in case af 

Phobos will be only the fifth extraterrestrial body to 
f,, dir,rt/_u rn ..... -.1:;! 1.~·,.. ':,;.'"'"~':~~~f:. ,";•v~.J ;.J .. !..,.},., 
vi Ktcui ~cicni(/ic init:rt:.n Oecausc it mayo~ oi 
astuoid origin. Knowledge of its composition and 
structure could provide insights into the origin of the 
solar system. Previously. astuoids could be studied 
only by ground-based instrument. -

According to opt!n-source reporting, both Mars
Phobos spaucrqft wiff be three-axis stabilized, wiff 
havt! .ftar orientation sensors capable of a stabiliza
tion accuracy of ±I degree. and will be the first of a 
new generation of modular interplanetary spacecraft 
adapted for future flif!h(s to planets. asteroids. and 
comets (su figure·• 

The-scientific muir of the Lima-D lasu experiment 

(see table 4)~has en questioned:,- J 
. o.JVIftC pt VUU,CIU ~VVICI ~J'Uf.."t: UJJI-

cials have op • criticized the experiment, which 
weighs 70 of the 400 kilograms (kg) total weight of 
the 2l experimelll.r on the missior 

We belit!ve that the Soviets may have other reasons to 
justify the inclusion of this experiment in the mission. 
A-- ............ ~- _;_L. L- .oL .. -----~ ...• .: ........ .. L .... : ••. : •• r __ 
· ··· · ···--·· ···•c-··· -- ···- -rr-······••J ·- ....... ·-··· .. " .... 

motion on how the West duigns, devdops. and space
qualifies a laser-a step that could be necnsary in 
the development a! a space-based military laser. 
Although the Uma-D experiment is not a test of a 
prototype space-hased weapon. its performance·-,;: 

3is 
very similar to lasers required for some strate~ic 

C..VIIUIUrt Wllrt I IIVVU.l. 

Sovidt space Q/]iciafs have discussed two landers for 
the mission. The hopper lander wif/ wtigh 20 kg and 
have whisker/ike rods to orient itse([. It is designed to 
hop approximately 20 me/us in each of its tO 
planned hops. The hopper will transmit data to the 
Mars-Phobos spacecraft for relay to Eartm --

The stationary lander will be spin stabilized on its 
descent /rom the spacecrafi to Phobos and will be 
fixed to the surface by an anchor. The lander will 
weigh approxirnauly 30 kg, will be powued by three 
deployable solar panels. and will carry a 5-meter
fong surface penetrator. Data transmissions from the 
/iud lander to Earth would be planned during 30-
minute communications sessions every other orbit of 
Phobos around Mars. The expected lifetime of the 
tuflucr u unt: year. 

The spacecraft are expected to make the most de
tailed study ever conducted of the plasma environ
ment near Mars. However. the experiments devoted 
to the study of Mars itself are not exptcted to 
produa fundamental discoveries about the planet, 
.f.f. -··-'· oL •... . :If • •··•-:L ··•. • • • f: ... ••· f • • • • f • o I 
-···- ...... ,.. ........ , ··••• .......... ·--- .... .., ........ - ........ 6 ........ ....... .. 

ies. The spacecraft will measure the compo.filion of 
the atmosphere. determine how atmospheric tempera
ture varies with altitude. map the surface, and Ua!t:h 
far water. Such observations have bun made by the 
US Viking orbiters and several earlier Mariner 
probes. Furthermore. the Viking landers made direct 
mea<ltrtments of atmospheric and surface prol?{rties. 
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Table 4 
Experiments To Be Conducted 
During Mars-Phobos Mission 

Experiment Subject 
or Study 

Frega! (television coverage) Phobos sur-
[ace 

lima-0 (laser-mass spectr~ Phobos soil 
metric analysis) composition 

Grunt (radar study) Phobos soil 

i\.KrM. t.:iM. anci lcrmos- ::.urtacc 1em-
kan (radiometric and spec- peral un:s or 
tral mcnsurcmcntsl Mars and 

Phobos 
Stntion.try lander Phobos soil. 

inner struc-
lure, and li-
bra.tion point --------

Hoppinc lander Pbobos gravi-
ty, soil, and 
magnetic 
field 

August (spectrometric Composition 
:;.tudyJ and structure 

of Martian 
atmosphere 

A~~ra (cosmic plasma Morlion at-

Participatine 
Countries 

Bulgaria. G DR. 
USSR 

Austria, Bulgar-
ia, Czcchoslova-
kia, GDR, FRG. 
USSR 

. USSR 

U~5K. t'rance 

USSR. France, 
FRG, Hungary 

USSR 

-----
France, USSR 

Finland, Sweden, 
~nalyzer) _________ mospher~--- USSR ___ ··---
APV-F (plasma wa\·c Marl ian mag- Czechoslovakia, 
studies) nctospherc ESA. Poland. 

11.nd intcrnlan- USSR 
t.a•r)" IIICUI\1111 

GS-14 (g:lmm<l. emission Gamma radi- USSR 
SIUdyJ ation rrom 

Martian and 
Phobos sur-
faces 
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Experiment Subject Participating 

------------------o~tu_dr_ ___ Countri~---
IPNM (mcosuremcnt or Neutron radi- USSR 
neutron nux intcnsit)') alion [rom 

Phobos sur-
race 

Sovikoms (spectrometric Solar wind Austria. FRG, 
study of the cner£y mass and plasma Hungary, USSR 
and char&c composition of near Mars 
.......... -a .... ...; ... ..t\ 

"T' •••• ~---···---·-=- ........ . r ........ ,._ ...... ___ .... ...... , vo '-'YO-·-·- -Ua\IM• ··••nK•• 
solar wind) ry, FRG. USSR 
AEG-f(srcctrometric study lnlcrplane- USSR. Hungary 
of angular distributions of tary S:>3CC 
low-energy electrons) and plasma 

near Mars 

Let (hich-encrey solar en<- (".,~mi~ myc: ESl ... : hmg•ii\ 
mic·ray spectrometry) FRG,USSR 
Sled (low-encrey solar cos- Cosmic rays Hungary, FRG, 
mic·ray spcctromc:tl)') USSR 
Plazma (radiosoundin~) Martian iono- USSR 

sphere 
-------·-·· 
FG M M and Mngmo Martian mac· GDR. USSR. 
(magnetometry) nctospherc Austria 

and magnetic 
characteris· 
tics of Phobos 

Tcrck (solar X-ray study) Solar activity Czcchoslovalda. 
USSR 

RF-15 and SUPR (monitor- Solar activity Czechoslovakia, 
:,,, .-.r ~-'"~:· ~:-:.-'! ::~:-.,-:.·.!.·: IIC"C"n 

solar radil.tion) 

VGS and lilas (cosmic solar Solar activity france, USSR 
and £&mma bursts study) 

(phir (solar oscillation study) Sun·s inner ESA, france, 
structure Swit1.erlnnd, 

USSR 



According to open-source information, the spacecraft 
will rendezvous with Phobos and hover 50 meters 
above its surface for a period of 15 to 20 minutes. 
During thi5 time, the spacecraft will drop a long-lived, 
stationary lander and perhaps a lander that will hop 
along the surface. The lander(s) will carry instruments 
to study seismology, soil composition, temperature, 
and the orbital dynamics of Phobos. Also during this 
time, a laser arid a particle beam will be fired at 
Phobos to produce an ion cloud composed of vaporized 
soil. The ion cloud will be analyzed to determine the 
composition of Phobos's surface and to identify ions 
imolanted by the solar wind. After the hovering 
ui1a::ic:. ihc ~oacccrdrc~ urLit wili Uc: chanecU i.u iadii~ 

tate sensi~of Jhe Sun and Mars and further sensing 
of Phobo!: 

Mars Orbiter. This mission, consisting of two space
craft, will inclucl"' e~oc.h~mical and dima!o!o~ica! 
experiments much like the US Mars Observer. A 
variety of sensors, including a SAR, a penetrometer (a 
device for r:teasuring the penetrability of a solid), and 
a high-resolution television camera, arc being :onsid
ered for the mission. Also under consideration arc a 
rover and balloons instrumented with a wide variety 
of sensorsC • --::::J. the mission is 
being considered for I YY4 

Mars Rover and Soil Sample Return. Key Soviet 
space officials have repeatedly expre~ed interest in 

rover to collect data about the surface of Mars and a 
soil sample return. The mission is being considered for 
the late 1990s. According to one official, Gnrba_c~cv 
has approved a soil sample return missi01. ' 

~Mars Mission. Soviet official.5 l --
( 

L . . .. . ~lalcu wal lnc v00" ., ' 
pursu~g a -long-term goal of a manned Mars mission. 
In addition to these and similar statements, we have 
three indicators of Soviet preparations for a manned 
mission to Mars: 

The lon:aduration stll.YS in space by cosmonauts. 
AC . report of the development of magneto-

' ...... : - •L--.-• --- ~--- -----..1 ..... __ _ 
Vl<.t~lllll U,YII4111H ... lUt U3\.\,;l;) lVI Cl IIIGIIII<...U I"'&U.I.,) 

mission. 

• The mention of the possible development of a 
nuclear rocket engine for a manned Mars IJliss~n in 
the Soviet Encyclopedia af C.osmonautic.J 

We believe that the Soviets have established a coal of 
placin~: man on Mars. Although a manned Mars 
flyby-probably one year in duration with a crew of 
three~uld precede a manned landing, two factors 
suggest that the Soviets are considering a landing for 
their first manned Mars mission. First, recent com
ments by Soviet space officials indicate that the 
duration of the mission will range from one and a half 
to three vears-longer than a Rvbv would reouirc. 
AnU ~unc.L ihc rc:ccnii~ annouocct.i unmannc:U Mu.rs 
missions planned for launch in the 1990s could pro
vide the necessary scientific data and technology 
experience-which a manned flyby might otherwise 
provide-to plan and support a manned Mars landing . .... 

The Soviets probably will not attempt a manned 
mission to Mars before the year 2000. A manned 
Mars mission depends on successful development of 
the propulsion system, on-orbit assembly techniques, 
and other advanced systems (cryogenic cooling and 
improved insulation). The manned Mars spacecraft 
and propulsion system will have to be assembled in 
low-Earth orbit. Such an undertaking will require the 
SL-X-17 heavy-lift launch vehicle, now under devel
OiJmcnt; a manned space station to support the assem-

development. t" mQY~ large components into position 
for assembl) 

L _]indicate that the Soviets arc 
investicatinc usinc nuclear energy to propel the space
craft from Earth orbit. Launch vehicles equipped with 
either nuclear rocket engines or conventional rocket 
cngmes wnn cryogentc propellants wouta mmtmtzc 
the number of sup(Y.lrl launches required to assemble 
a spacecraft in low-Earth orbit. However, both en· 
cines will require the development of advanced refrig
eration and insulation techniques to maintain the 
cryogenic propellants in a liquid state. (The current 
Soviet rocket engine technology requires co~siderably 
more propellant and, hence, more support launches.) 
We believe that the Soviets possibl_v C""'t1 have both 
---=--~ .... _ :t ... l-..1 ... ""··. 1.... ... ..... ;A 1 nnn """6"''"' ... ............. .., .... '-'J .............. i' .,..., 
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JltnusL- Jndicates that the 
Soviets have uu p•ans tor a misston to Venus at least 
through the 1990s. However, in the early 1980s, the 
Soviets focused their interest on missions to Venus. 
These missions were to include a lander with high
temperature electronics capable of withstanding the 
harsh Venusian environment for several months, a 
lander with a much shorter lifetime, a rover, balloons, 
Ve!lus radar mapper(s), and payloads launched on a 
Venus-Earth-Mars trajectory. An.t.2£.these ~ions 
could be reinstated in the future 

Moon. The lunar polar orbiter that had been an 
approved mission intended for launch in 1990 or 1991 
il=t~ hr.t:.n r.::.n~i.-.t1 inr. hnti!t-.rAry rt>J:~~n~ Airiuvt~h 

Soviet space offiCials have voiced interest in esta~lish
ing a lunar base.\ jindicate that it has 
not been includeiTn tnetr current space plan. This is 
~ablv .tb: five-year plan that began in 1986. 

While we can identify no compelling reason for the 
Soviets to go to the Moon in the near term, a lunar po
lar orbiter could survey the lunar surface for sites for 
an ev.:ntual lunar base. A base could be the center for 
logistic support of lar11;e space complexes. As an 
example, propellants (hydrogen and oxygen) mined 
from the lunar surface would be more efficiently 

_Etpp~d to an orbiting stl!tion than those from Earth_ 

have participated, was designed to collect data on 
comets and asteroids, possibly inclurlinP' rhr. ~steroid 

Vesta, in the solar system.t :J 
suggests that the mission h'asbeen canceled because 
of a lack of French funding for it. 

Solar-Terrestrial Physics Missions 
Solar-terrestrial physics addresses the flow CJf energy 
(in the form of par!iculate and electromagnetic radia
tion) from the Sun to Earth and the: effects of that 
en:rgy flow on the space and atmospheric environ
ment in the immediate vicinity of Earth. Soviet solar
terrestrial physics experiments have been flown pri
marily on Prognoz and Interkosmos spacecraft; some 
have been included on interplanetary, lunar, and 
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meteor missions. Since the late 1970s, Prognoz space
craft have been launched every other year. The 
Soviets launched 22 lnterkosmos spacecraft between 
1969 and 1981, and none have been launched since 
then. Table 5 summarizes future Soviet solar
terrestrial physics missions_r 

An understanding of solar-terrestrial physics is of 
practical importance. Solar activity can affect the 
maximum and minimum usable frequencies of a high
frequency (HF) communications network. Also, ad
vance assi~:nment of a communications channel re
quires a knowled~:e of expected solar activity levels. 
Solar activity r.son A(Stl ocrtnrh <n~......,,.,r, nrhir<: 

ti!~!"~~! !!!~ ~==!'~~: !!!-~~!!!:!~~. :!:=!:=~. ::.:! 
tracking systems; and interfere with the operation of 
spacecraft electronics. The Soviet manned space pro
gram relics on the monitoring of solar radio emissions 
when planning and performine. extravehicular activi
ties. Furthermore, evidence that solar activity offects 
global weather patterns is now fairly conclusive, 
although the nature of the interaction is still a 
complete mystery. A knowledge of the upper atmo
sphere (altitudes between 60 and 500 lcm) is also 
important because at these altitudes reentry vehicles 
experience their maximum heat loads and the orbits 
of low-altitude spacecraft are affected most by atmo
spheric drsg-

Active. The Active spacecraft will collect data on the 
spatial structure of wave ducts, nonlinear distortion of 

.... !: .. !" •.•.•....•.•.• 

(RF) heating of plasma, and RF discharge around the 
spacecraft. In addition to their scientific merits, the 
experiments aboard Active could relate to Soviet 
intelligence and/or military efforts r 



Table 5 
Future Soviet Solar-Terrestrial Physics 
and Biomedical Space Missions 

-----
Name Mission launch Spacecraft Orbit Other 

Date Participatinc 
Countries 

Active Study the rollo~·ine: spatial Late lnterkosmos auto- Hichly elliptical. Bulgaria. 
(also called !i.lructurc of wave ducts by fo· 1980s malic universal or· hichly inclined Czcchoslova. 
Aktivnyy-lkl cusine- on plasma waves. cncr- bitinc satellite kia. Poland, 

gctic particles. and cold plasma (AUOSI "ith a GDR. Roma· 
measurements: nonlinear dis- sobsatellite nia. Huncary. 
tortion or wave sie:nals: particle Cuba 
precipitation; RF heating or 
~., ............. ~~ ~!':" ~:.:..:!:...:.:-.:. 
nrounci 1hr. ~t!'*t'l'("nfl 

Apex Study plasma under conditions 1989 or lntcrkosmos AU(lS Hiehly elliptical. GDR. 
that cannot be duplicated in the 1990 hichly inclined Bulcaria, 
lab. as well as model and simu- Czcchoslova-
late eeophysieal processes by kia. Poland, 
means or injection of electron Romania. 
and plasma beams Huncary 

?roenoz i i and iJetermme more precisely the Early Prognoz with One Prognoz will Czccho.<lova-
Procno>. 12 (with nature and extent of the etrcc1s 1990s subsa tellite hove a 2.50,000-km kia. Bulgaria, 
Inter ball or solar bursts ar.d narcs on the apogee, a SOO-km Huneary, 
experiment) Earth's ionosphere and pcricce. and a 96- CDR, Cuba. 

magnetosphere hour period: the oth- Poland, 
er Procnoz will have Romania. 
a 20.000-km apogee. France, Aus-
a 500-km periccc. tria. Canada, 
and a five-hour ESA,Swe· 
period den, Finland 

Prognoz 13 (with ~Measure the r.olar wind and the Early Proe:noz To be placed at the Bulcaria 
Relict Earth's macnetosphere; >tudy 1990s L2 Lagranee point 
experiment) the lar!JC·scalc structure and 

dynamics or the development of 
our.ga.lax~; collect background 
. --------- ---··· -- --······ -- .... 
universe 

Low-Altitude Study coherent electromagnetic Mid- AUOS with four un- 1,500-km apoecc and 
Auroral Cluster structures of aurorallone:itudi- 1990s oriented subsatcllitcs 500-km pcriccc 

nal currents and the physics of 
ionospheric jon injection into 
the macnetosphcrc -------

Maenctosphcric Will pcrrorm radio soundinc to Mid- T "" Prognoz; each 
Mission ~tudy global plasma structures, 1990s will eject a 

•• 1 •• •• --- ----!LI .. L •• : .• - ---'---·-11: •• 

i~-;t;;-pia-s-mars·h;~~-;0 -,~i~;-~~ 
substorms, and will measure lo-
cal plasmas and fields ----- ------------------

Biosat 1989 Collect data for usc in the study Sep or Oct Vostok type Inclined 62 decrees France 
or space bioloey and medicine 1989 
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[ J 
be useful in a variety of both Earth- and space-based 
civilian and military programs, including over-the
horizon radar operations and "communications. The 
experiment involves the ejection o( 35-kg 
Czcchoslovakian-built subsatellites (daughter satel
lites) from the Prornoz spacecrafL The Prognoz 
spacecraft will have a scanning photometer capable of 

The Active spacecraft may collect information rele
vant to Soviet investigations of communicati~s be-
tween spacecraft and submerved · • --~ 1. 

1·-~ ·-

r 
The Active mission consists of a main spacecraft and 
a 35-kg subsatellitef- · ":J 
r ""l>ayloahmtrumentation on the primary 
'1rr.!ceoraf~ll include a puls~d VLF transmitter 

having 5- to I 0-kW peak power and operating at I 0 
, kiloh¥rtz: using a 10- to 20-meter loop antenna'--:} 

h_J 
Apex. The effects of both electromagnetic and partic
ulate (xenon gas) injections into the ionosphere will be C" b' ;""'"m'""~<h< AO'<< '"'"~'"·=:J 

- -- - -- ---- . - - .. - . 
rrv~nu, 11 unu 1~ rr••n ~IIICI'""' L-ApCtltnclfl. "'''-

lnterball experiment to be flown on the Prognoz II 
and 11 spacecrafl will collect data useful in modeling 
solar effects on the ma~:netosphcrc. Such a model will 
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ultraviolet imagine. •- -

PtDgnoz 1 J With Rdict Expuimttrt. Instruments to 
be flown on the Prognoz 13 spacecraft will measure 
the solar wind and the Earth's maenetospherc, as well 
as conduct an astronomy experimenL The Relict 

tcrs that, like instruments on the Aclita spacecraft, 
are designed to detect radiation (relict radiation) left 
over from the creation of the universe. This experi
ment is a continuation of the Relict experill!ent 
conducted on Prognoz 9, launched in 1983-

lnUrnational Sotar-Tuustrial Physics Program. 
NASA, ESA, and the Japanese Institute of Space and 
Astronautical Science are developing the Internation
al Solar-Terrestrial Physics Program (ISTPP) to make 
a long-term, comprehensive assessment of solar
terrestrial interactions. In support of this program, 
ESA has proposed Cluster-a group of one main and 
three companion, spin-stabilized satellites-and the 
Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), which is 
int~dcd to orbit the Earth-Sun Ll Lagrange point. 

The USSR has expressed much interest in participat
ing in the ISTPP and has suggested several ways that 
this might be accomplishcd.C . ~state 
th•t the Soviets are planning two spacccrilt 
missions-the Low-Aititud.e Auroral Cluster and the 
Magnetospheric Mission-that complement the 

.. .. ,... - . . ~ 
f...._, I I I ::.0 fiii~.»IVII.a. Ill AUUiliVII 1 lii .... _V"l'-'•-» Ua. • .._ vc· 

fcred to support the ISTPP with the Corona solar 
probe. These three spacc<:rdft will be launched at two
year intervals to study solar flares and the solar 
corona.C .:Jmany lntcr
lcosmos countries h••r h.-.-., i'lvited to participate in 
the Corona missio 



Biomedical Missions 
The USSR has a continuing biological satellite (bio
sat) program and over the past 20 years has launched 
nine dedicated biomedical missions. Biomedical ex
periments have also been performed on the unmanned 
precursors of manned spacecraft, on manned space
craft, and on recoverable reconnaissance spacecraft. 
The tightly focused, stated, long-term goal of all these 
missions is to achieve unlimited human spaceflight. 
Of the many biological and medical experiments 
conducted by the Soviets in space, most have ad
dressed the effects of weightlessness and radiation 
exposure. One of the primary advantages of the 
• • • 4 •• • •• - • • • • •• • • • 

"''v~a.\._, ,_, ~ua." uu ... y ll y 61\ IU~UCI UlCUIIHUUUS Uliif.ll UU 

Soviet space stations (li.i oegrees versus Ylllegrees}, 
and thus are exposed to higher levels of radiation. 

-With these spacecraft then, the Soviets can acquire 
data on radiation exposure without human risk. The 
concern over radiation exposure to humans is particu
larly relevant to long -term manned spaceflight, par
ticularly manned interplanetary spaceflight, because 
of the cumulative nature of radiation injury, unpre
dictability of solar activity, and increased e)\P9SU~e as 
one goes beyond the Earth's radiation belt 

The most recent biosat (launched in September 1987) 
was a 13-day mission. On board were two large 
primates, probably rhesus monkeys, as well as a 
variety of smaller animals and plants. According to 
recent, reliable reporting, the USSR will continue ~he 
biosat program with launches every two yearsf" 

Benefits of the Soviet Scientific Space Program 

Over the years, the USSR has derived a variety of 
benefits and advantages from its pursuit of the space 
sciences. We believe these benefits will increase in 
~·~~':'~r s-nti ~::'~?1 ~~ I hi': !'r~:!"~~ !"~~!~:"~";: :·::~:: 

audience. Given the support of Soviet officialdom, we 
believe that the leadership recognizes these benefi:~ 
and will cor1 1inu" to support a strong sci'=ntific space 
progran 

Scientific space missions can build or promote a 
national image. The Soviet leadership may consitler 

to be the promotion of the USSR as a peace-loving 
nation. as opposed to the United States, which the 

Soviets claim is militarizing space through its SDI. 
Numerous examples of this-all approved by the 
Soviet leadership and some intended for international 
consumption-are found in Soviet literature and espe
cially in the Soviet news media: 

• Pravda in July 1986 noted that "Moscow and Paris 
are setting an example of the peaceful development 
of space by cooperating with states belonging to 
different social systems." 

• On 14 July 1986, TASS broadcast a program in 
English stating that the USSR has chosen to ad-
v~n<:"A:· ~r-1~-n("~ t!!rougn prO!:!!!!'..! such~! Ve&:~ :~ 
contrast to the United States, which hopes to ad
vance science by its SOl. 

• Sagdeyev has publicly joked before international 
audiences that the laser to be flown on the Mars
Phobos mission "is 10-to-the-minus seventh to 10-
to-the-rz!.inus ~ighth the strength of a laser for Star 
Wanl · 

A strong scientific space program can also promote 
the image of the USSR as a technologically advanced 
nation and a major player in space. International 
recognition as a space power probably depends to a 
great extent on visible accomplishments. Neither the 
United States nor the USSR publicizes its military 
and intellicence missions. CoRSCQuently, So\'iet press 
releases and television covera~e of oeaceful scientific 
missions cou1a mnuence wona opmton, parucutarly 
when they have unequaled access to space. In addi
tion, at the Space Forum, a symposium hosted by the 
USSR in Moscow in October 1987 and attended by 
approximately 300 Western scientists, the Soviets 
demonstrated confidence and prowess in openly dis
cussing their scientific space program. i'i.lthough the 
-··---~=-·- ···-- -----·=·=--· __ .. ------·---·-·--~-· ~--, ... ,.. ... -. -··· ............................... --.. ................. "'"" ........... -· ......... .. 
was politically profitable. This enhanced image could 
favorably ~fluencr .customers seeking commercial 
launche! 

The USSR also benefits internally from a strong 
space science program. Technologies tested on scien
tific space missions have been incorporated into more 
--·----=--- __ .J ----- __ :.: •• • --=--=·-- -····--·~-- ·'·· '-'Ao...,....UO:.o ...... o.4IIU II lVI \.. \.,f IU\,.41 UII~.)IVII.:'t .)UiJVUI Uti~ UU,. 
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Soviet military and intelligence services. Gallium 
arsenide solar panels were first flown on Venera 13 
and 14 in 1981 and were later incorporated into the ~ 
manned space program on Salyut 7. Furthermore, 
SARs tested on civil/scientific missions probably will 
aid the Sovi~ in sij:veloping SARs for military 
applicatiom 

The USSR has acquired foreign instrumentation and 
operational procedures as a result of international 
participation in its scientific space program. For 
CAJIIUlJ;""• ~: .... ::.::::::!:::: ':"'.,.ft :-rf;.,..;=-t'": ;.,. '"'• y.,., .... 

ball missilln, according to the Soviet press. They have - ..... ~ ... . . . ' . 
:•·v~.._ :-o•v••-•u~ l.ftU ""c..•&-~ "&&..._ uu """- ,,n ........ .. 

for the Imager supplied by unaria ior Swcaen"s 
Viking satellite. If the cameras are to be placed on the 
Interball, state-of-the-art technology in starin11: ' 
imagers will be transferred to the USSR. In other 
cases, the Soviets have gained access to foreign 
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development and test facilities. Foreign participation 
can reduce the mission cost to the Soviets and/or 
minimize the risk of equipment failure. Whenever 
foreign technology is also applicable to malitary sys
tems, the payoff otinternational participation is even 
more appealing I -

As a diplomatic tool, the Soviet scientific space 
program can be used to promote cooperation and 
foster trust among nations. With offers to cooperate in 
scientific space missions, the USSR can use to its 
·A· .. ~•·:~ th .. fru~tration that some Western scie11- "' 
tists feel over the uncertainties in US prograrru 


